
Tapirs and Marmosets        Term 3                    Year 2    2020/2021 
Topic: Digging Up The Past- Dinosaurs 

Subject 

Areas 

KS1 NC Content End of Topic 

Assessment National 

Curriculum 

Subject Specific Skills End of Topic 

Assessment skills 

History 

Science 

Music  

Computing 

PE 

Music  

Art 

History 
* They should understand some of 
the ways in which we find out about 
the past and identify different ways 
in which it is represented. 
* The lives of significant individuals 
in the past who have contributed to 
national and international 
achievements. Some should be used 
to compare aspects of life in 
different periods (eg. Mary Anning) 
 

 L1 

I can use drama to show why 

people did things in the past 

I can  ask and answer questions 

related to different sources 

and objects 

I can  ask and answer questions 

related to different sources 

and objects with increasing 

detail 

I can use drama to show my 

ideas 

L2 

I can find out about people and 

events in other times  

I can use drama to develop 

empathy and understanding 

(hot seating, sp. and listening) 

I can use a source – why, what, 

who, how, where to ask 

questions and find answers 

 

Science 
Y2 Use of everyday materials: 
* Identify and compare the 
suitability of a variety of everyday 
materials, including wood, metal, 
plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard for particular uses 
* Find out how the shapes of solid 
objects made from some materials 
can be changed by squashing, 

 L1 

Plan 

I can say what I think may 

happen. 

I can use first-hand experience 

to come up with ideas. 

Do 

I can use simple equipment 

provided. 

 



bending, twisting and stretching 
 

I can show an understanding of 

comparative language. 

I can group and classify using 

given criteria. 

Review 

I can say if my guess was 

correct. 

I can make simple evaluative 

comments. 

I can compare what did happen 

with what I thought would 

happen 

L2 

Plan 

I can make simple predictions 

about what I think may happen. 

Do 

I can use simple equipment 

provided. 

I can group and classify using 

my own simple criteria. 

I can use a range of features in 

my observations. 

Review 

I can say if my thinking was 

correct about what might 

happen. 

I can make a simple statement 

about what results show. 

I can compare what did happen 

with what I thought would 

happen and think of a simple 

reason for this. 



Computing 
* Use technology purposefully to 
create, organise, store, manipulate 
and retrieve digital content 
(Multimedia) 
 

 L1 

I know that information can be 

stored in different forms 

I can enter and store work on a 

computer 

I can assemble pictures and 

match pictures to text 

I  can use a brush and colours 

to paint a picture 

I can press keys to make a 

robot move and try things in a 

simulation 

L2 

I can use a TV, DVD, CD Rom, 

the Internet to find 

information 

I can retrieve stored work 

I can use appropriate tools to 

paint a picture  

I can move objects on a 

computer screen to alter 

outcomes in a simulation I can move objects on a computer screen to alter outcomes in a simulation I can move objects on a computer screen to alter outcomes in a simulation I can move objects on a computer screen to alter outcomes in a simulation 

 

PE 
* Master basic movements including 
running, jumping, throwing and 
catching, as well as developing 
balance, agility and co-ordination, 
and begin to apply these in a range 
of activities. 
 

 L1 

I can be confident and safe in 

the spaces used to play games 

I can explore and use skills, 

actions and ideas individually 

and in combination to suit the 

game we are playing. 

I can choose and use skills 

effectively for particular 

games. 

I can watch, copy and describe 

what others are doing. 

 



I can know that being active is 

good for me and fun. 

L2 

I can improve the way I 

coordinate and control my body 

and a range of equipment. 

I can remember, repeat and link 

combinations of skills 

I can choose, use and vary 

simple tactics. 

I can recognise good quality in 

performance. 

I can use information to 

improve my work. 

I can recognise and describe 

what my bodies feels like 

during different types of 

activity. 

 

 

 Music 
* Experiment with, create, select and 
combine sounds using the inter-
related dimensions of music. 
Music Focus 
Composition (What’s in the basket?) 
Rhythm (Clapping) 
 

 L2 

I can make up short musical 

patterns in a group or on my 

own with a beginning, middle 

and end, using different 

instruments or sounds. 

I can sing songs with others or 

on my own, remembering the 

tune and keeping in time. 

I can use my own made up 

symbols to represent sounds. 

 



 Art Focus Media 
Sculpture (fossils, bones, dinosaurs) 
 

 L2 

I can work on projects in two 

and three dimensions and on 

different scales.  

I can use a range of materials 

and processes for example; 

painting, collage, print making, 

digital media, textiles, 

sculpture.   

I can ask and answer questions 

about the starting points for 

my work, and develop my ideas. 

 

On-going 

Across Each 

Term: 

 

Science 

 Seasonal changes: 

* Observe changes across the 4 seasons 

* Observe and describe weather associated with the seasons and how day length varies 

To work scientifically 

During years 1 and 2, pupils should be taught to use the following practical scientific methods, processes and skills through the 

teaching of the programme of study content: 

asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways 

* Observing closely, using simple equipment 

* Performing simple tests 

* Identifying and classifying 

* Using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions 

* Gathering and recording data to help in answering questions 

Music 

* Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes 

Art 

* To use a range of materials creatively to design and make products   

* To use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination   

* To develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space 

Computing 

* Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they 

have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies. 

http://www.nc.uk.net/webdav/harmonise?Page/@id=6001&Session/@id=D_bLXtVs5iGOjtE23Uz1sg&POS%5b@stateId_eq_main%5d/@id=3788&POS%5b@stateId_eq_note%5d/@id=3793
http://www.nc.uk.net/webdav/harmonise?Page/@id=6001&Session/@id=D_bLXtVs5iGOjtE23Uz1sg&POS%5b@stateId_eq_main%5d/@id=3788&POS%5b@stateId_eq_note%5d/@id=3793
http://www.nc.uk.net/webdav/harmonise?Page/@id=6001&Session/@id=D_bLXtVs5iGOjtE23Uz1sg&POS%5b@stateId_eq_main%5d/@id=3788&POS%5b@stateId_eq_note%5d/@id=3793


RE 

To understand values – Through SEAL units 

• Identify how they have to make their own choices in life. 

• Explain how actions affect others. 

• Show an understanding of the term ‘morals’. 

DT 

Technical knowledge  

* Build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, stiffer and more stable  

PE/RSE 

Development of Tai Chi skills 

Balanceability (6 week programme) 

FOREST SCHOOL 

Forest school activities linked directly to topics and are child initiated. Specific guidance is available via the Forest School Leader. 

Key Learning 

Skills 

Understand others feelings – I can describe someone else’s feelings 

Reflect –  I can share my learning with the class 

Question – I can suggest the question when given an answer. 

SEAL Link SEAL Unit – Relationships 

Literacy 

Genre Link 

Literacy Genre Based Projects: 

Information texts 

Fantasy stories 

Maths Units 
Year 2 

objectives 

  
Number and Place Value 

Read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals and in words 

Count forward in steps of 2, and 5 from 0, and in tens from any number. 

Recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number (tens, ones) 

Use place value and number facts to solve problems. 

Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations, including the number line 

Addition and Subtraction 

Recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20 and derive and use related facts up to 100 

Add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally, including  a two-digit number and ones or a 

two-digit number and tens 

Show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and subtraction of one number from another cannot 

Multiplication and Division 



Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd and even numbers 

Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication within the multiplication tables and write them using the multiplication (×) and 

equals (=) signs (repeated addition) 

Solve problems involving multiplication using repeated addition and multiplication facts, including problems in contexts. 

Show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and division of one number by another cannot 

Fractions 

Recognise, find, name and write fractions  ½, ¼,   and  ¾ of a length, shape, set of objects or quantity 

Write simple fractions for example, ½ of 6 = 3 and recognise the equivalence of  4
2

  and 
2
1  . 

Measurement 

Know the number of minutes in an hour and the number of hours in a day. 

Recognise and use symbols for pounds (£) and pence (p); combine amounts to make a particular value 

Find different combinations of coins that equal the same amounts of money 

Solve simple problems in a practical context involving addition and subtraction of money of the same unit, including giving change 

Tell and write the time to five minutes, including quarter past/to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times. 

Geometry 

Identify and describe the properties of 2-D shapes, including the number of sides and line symmetry in a vertical line 

Identify and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, including the number of edges, vertices and faces 

Identify 2-D shapes on the surface of 3-D shapes  

Compare and sort common 2-D and 3-D shapes and everyday objects. 

Use mathematical vocabulary to describe position, direction and movement, including movement in a straight line and distinguishing 

between rotation as a turn and in terms of right angles for quarter, half and three-quarter turns (clockwise and anti-clockwise). 

Statistics 

Interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams and simple tables 

Ask and answer simple questions by counting the number of objects in each category and sorting the categories by quantity 

Ask and answer questions about totalling and comparing categorical data. 

Maths 

through topic 

links 

Statistics = sorting dinosaurs, graphing favourite dinosaurs, charting sizes of different dinosaurs 

Pupil Questions/ 

Ideas  

Pupil learning Week 1 Week 2 Week 3   Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 



opportunities What do you know 

about dinosaurs? 

What would you like 

to find out? 

 

What was it like in 

dinosaur times? 

Create a dinosaur 

habitat. 

 

Label a dinosaur 

 

Why do dinosaurs 

come in different 

shapes & sizes? Look 

at model 

dinosaurs/images in 

info books. Discus 

differences in 

dinosaurs & why. 

 

 

Sort dinosaurs using 

given or own 

criteria. 

 

Make a dinosaur 

model. 

 

Learn dinosaur 

songs. 

 

SEAL – Know who to 

ask for help 

What are different 

dinosaurs like? 

 

What did dinosaurs 

eat? 

Herbivores & 

carnivores 

 

Why do dinosaurs 

have different 

shaped teeth? 

Investigation into 

flat & pointed teeth! 

 

 

How did dinosaurs 

fight/defend? 

 

Jigsaw activity – 

find out facts about 

3/4 different 

dinosaurs. 

 

Draw & label a 

dinosaur & write 

fact file. 

 

Learn dinosaur 

songs. 

Use instruments to 

represent different 

dinosaurs.  

 

SEAL –Recognise 

What is a fossil & 

how do we find 

them? 

 

Who was Mary 

Anning? 

Intro MA – think of 

questions to ask her. 

Hot seat MA. 

(Manny Anning 

comprehension/old 

SATs paper) 

 

How are fossils 

made? 

 

Make fossils & 

dinosaur skeletons 

using art straws/  

chalk/clay/salt 

dough. Push 

shells/leaves into 

clay. 

 

What does a 

paleontologist do? 

What equipment do 

they need? 

Write a list of 

equipment & what it 

is for. 

 

Music – Use 

different dinosaur 

  What happened to 

the dinosaurs? 

Extinction theories 

 

Living/non-

living/never alive – 

link to fossils. Sort 

objects. 

 

How to care for a 

dinosaur! What would 

a dinosaur need to 

live? 

 

Dance – Move like a 

dinosaur! Simple 

dance sequence – 

emerging from egg & 

moving in different 

ways to represent 

different dinosaurs. 

 

Music – Use different 

dinosaur patterns to 

play different 

rhythms/sounds 

(tempo/dynamics). 

 

SEAL – Understand 

how thoughts & 

behaviours are linked 

 

Can you design 

a new dinosaur? 

 

Design dinosaur 

& egg. 

 

Make & 

evaluate 

dinosaurs. 

 

Dance – Move 

like a dinosaur! 

Simple dance 

sequence – 

emerging from 

egg & moving in 

different ways 

to represent 

different 

dinosaurs. 

 

Music – Writing 

scores 

(Different size 

dinosaurs 

loud/quiet/fast

/ 

slow) 

 Reflect –  I 

can share my 

learning with 

the class 

 

SEAL – Know 

Science Week 

Materials hunt - 

Finding materials in 

the environment.  

 Have a selection of 

materials. Explore 

materials – How do 

they feel? Look 

like? Sound? Smell? 

Check all can name 

materials. Choose 1 

materials to focus 

on, describe its 

properties (hard, 

smooth, shiny). 

Children to choose 

own material and 

label properties.   

Question – I can 

suggest the 

question when given 

an answer. 

Sort materials 

first by given 

criteria. Children 

to think of own 

criteria to sort. 

 Materials 



 

 

 when we feel 

loved/cared for 

patterns to play 

different 

rhythms/sounds 

(tempo/dynamics). 

 

SEAL – Understand 

emotions 

 Understand others 

feelings – I can 

describe someone 

else’s feelings 

 

some ways to 

deal with 

worries & 

support each 

other 

 

investigation. 

 


